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 People spent more than 90% of their life inside the buildings; however we do not have 
much information about the impact of building architecture as a man-made 

environment on the individuals' behavior and health. This study investigates tension and 

stress and their relation with the building architecture as far as the psychological 
aspects are concerned and it responds to the question as to what extent the architecture 

and interior design might affect he health and behavior of the human beings. Stress is a 

psychological and physiological reaction and appears when the individual feels that he 
is situated in a threatening position or condition. We are social creatures who are 

always changing and moving. We are always creating so much stress and tension for us 

and others that cause a kind of imbalance in our body and lead us toward diseases and 
long-term recovery. But the main question is whether the buildings have also a role in 

increasing this tension and if the buildings act as a threatening environment? 

Environmental psychology has created different theories with regard to the impact of 
environment on human being as well as the relationship and interaction between the 

environment and human being, but despite this, few documents showing this issue 

indicate that the characteristics of the architectural design are in direct contact with the 
health of the human being. Human's peace is affected by many factors under any 

circumstances and one of these factors is the space and environment where human 

being is located. The surrounding environment and the space created by human being 
has a lot of effect on the personality and behavior of human beings and among all, the 

impact of interior design is highly important as a man-made environment.  Architecture 

is affected by elements such as color, light, spatial relations, composition and setting 
and these could have positive or negative impact on the individuals. The current study 

intends to investigate the description of the principles of interior design of the buildings 

on the basis of this possibility. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Human being keeps receiving messages from his surrounding environment during all the moments of his 

life, regardless of the fact that this environment is natural or man-made. This issue is approved by many 

researchers in the area of culture and social sciences, particularly the psychologists.   

Psychologists believe that human being changes his environment and reciprocally the physical environment 

also affects his psychological and mental approach (Bemanian, 2002). The surrounding environment and the 

space created by human being has a lot of effect on the personality and behavior of human beings and among 

all, the impact of interior design is highly important as a man-made environment. The behavioral and 

psychological impacts on human being increase because of being placed in different environments that change 

the degree of his stress and sensitivity to the environmental stimuli as well as concentration and working 

incentives. The current psychologists showed that humans show emotional, psychological and ethical reactions 

to their living environment which is an indication of a logical and connected links (Nouhi, 2009). There is no 

doubt that presence in a pleasant or exciting environment, whether natural or man-made leads to a strengthened 

morale and is by no means an indication of an unpleasant, depressive, stressful or full of tension environment 

(Bemanian, 2002).  

Stress has become a common term and everybody is familiar with its meaning and has experienced it. The 

undeniable reasons that indicate this reality are that nervous pressure (stress) affect the physical and 

psychological health and the individuals’ behavior and have ultimately negative and irretrievable effects on the 
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method of doing things and is consequently very costly for the individual and or the organization (Barahooei 

and Montakhabi Nodeh, 2013).  

In environmental psychology, these factors are known as the environmental stress factors. The 

environmental stress factors are the factors that usually create negative emotional reaction because of being 

threatening. The intensity of this reaction is different in different people. Understanding the environment has a 

huge role in creating the feeling of stress. Some of the effective factors on cognition are individual such as 

experiences, genetics, etc. and they affect the individual’s cognitive method of the environment apart from the 

personal factors as the stressful environment. Some other factors are cognitive and might make the individual 

feel anxious about his surrounding environment (Atashpour, 2007).  

Nowadays, less attention is paid to the role of building in human’s health and the stress factors of the 

environment. Our living condition could not only be an effective factor to reduce pressures on the mind of 

human being and calm him down, but also could turn to an intensifying factor. This study tries to respond to this 

question as what factors could affect the interior design as a man-made environment to increase or decrease the 

tensions and stresses of the individuals and what the duty of the architects is with regard to this issue.  

Most of the issues including the type of space and the architectural method employed in the houses and 

public places will have a lot of impact on the psychological health of individuals, the type of relations, the 

degree of connection and the method of confrontations whether one wants it or not.  

The author believes that the architects should pay attention to the emotional, psychological and generally 

speaking the role of environmental factors (color, light and green space) in the behavior, health and life of 

human beings in addition to paying attention to the land use and aesthetical aspects. This study discusses about 

the correct understanding and the degree of importance of the effective factors on architecture and the best 

method to use them to achieve the desirable goal which is establishing a calm environment and its effect on the 

human’s health. 

 

Environment and Architecture: 

Environmental Psychology receives a special importance together with the developments that followed the 

issue of human’s knowledge since the second half of the 20
th

 century in the areas of humanities to respond better 

to his psychical and psychological needs as an inter-disciplinary expertise and it aims to conduct a psychological 

study of the human’s behavior in physical environments (Craik, 1970 and Razjooyan, 1996). Attention to 

reciprocal relations between the two elements of environment and behavior is a part of the famous speech 

delivered by Winston Churchill as “We have constructed our buildings and from now on our buildings will 

construct us.” (Foroutan, 2013) 

There are different definitions given for environment. The scope of these definitions differs according to the 

topic of discussion. Distinction between physical, social, psychological and behavioral environments are 

considered as part of these classifications. The main point about these classifications and similar categories is 

the difference between the real world and the actual and objective world surrounding the human being and the 

tangible world that affects the models of psychological behavior and reactions knowingly and unknowingly 

(Lang, 1987).  

From one hand the environment is the space surrounding the human being and other creatures and on the 

other hand it could be considered as the tangible and limited space for the human being. That is why the 

desirable environment of different individuals will be different. The environment could be known exclusive to 

the set of natural and man-made elements or both of them that play a role in the formation of the environment 

(Naqizadeh, 2009).  

The environment has geographical, man-made and cultural characteristics that have internal ties with each 

other and some behaviors are produced through similar ways. A set of environmental potentials at a special 

position create a potential environment for the human’s behavior in that location. Not all of these capacities are 

understood by the people and not all the understood capacities are used. The processes of cognition, 

understanding and spatial behavior were made under the influence of individual and collective qualities and the 

structure of the environment. Human being is a creature that seeks adjustment, but his understanding of the 

environment is affected by the things that he has got used to them. Meanwhile, it should be noted that people 

also adjust with the conditions that threaten or distort the human values (Leng, 2004).  

The impact that the environment leaves on human being is formed through the method and quality of 

human understanding from his surrounding environment.  Understanding the environment is based on the 

knowledge and information that human has toward the shapes, spaces, performance and superficial and inherent 

meanings and is one of the first outcomes of human's contact with his environment.  This understanding causes 

human being to establish the different stages of communication including feeling of identity (recognition), 

feeling of happiness and satisfaction, feeling of sorrow and grief, feeling of honor and pride, humility, 

superiority, self-alienation and many other psychological emotions as well as communication with the 

environment and each of these feelings is the result of a relation which is established between the cultural 

principles and values of human being and or secret and open values in the environment (Naqizadeh, 2002) 
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The architectural environment could be defined as follows: "Environment consists of a set of behavioral 

bases that are located within each other and have common chapters." The main element of these behavioral 

bases is a prominent behavioral model and or physical environment (Akbarpour, Kalan Kalayeh, 2010). 

As far as the impact of environment and architecture on behavior is concerned, there are three main 

approaches as follows:  

1.  Architectural Fatalism: From this point of view, architecture and environment cause individuals to show 

behavior. This view is one of the first views about the impact of architecture on human behavior. Most of the 

architectural theories believe that the man-made environment is one of the determining factors of human's social 

behavior (Atashpour, 2007).  

This point was noted in environmental psychology since 1980s which is based on the bilateral relation 

between human and environment. The two sides affect each other in a way or another. Thus the mere physical 

aspects of the environment cannot be considered as the reason for the emergence of behaviors in human beings. 

This point has to be always taken into account that different factors play a role in forming behavior in human 

beings at different environments apart from the environmental characteristics. Of course, one might face 

different items throughout the history of architecture so that there have been so many social abnormalities in one 

environment that the officials finally decided to destruct the place, while this is not always the case (Akbarpour 

Kalan Kalayeh, 2010).  

2.  Environmental Indeterminism: From this point of view, the environment does not usually create a 

behavior as our decision is the one that has a determining role: "Environmental Indeterminism does not merely 

find the environment as the only determining factor, but finds it a cause for the behavior to be shown."  

3.  Environmental Probabilism: This point of view stands in the middle of the fatalism and indeterminism. 

The assumption in this view is that "Every organism in each environmental position might choose different 

responses." Of course every behavior has a degree of probability and these degrees of probability are caused by 

the impact of non-architectural factors as well as the impact of architectural and designing factors. Having this 

assumption in mind, some behaviors might be shown more probable in some environments than others 

(Atashpour, 2007).  

 

Impact of architecture as a man-made environment on human's health: 

All Attempts, moves and endeavors of human beings are made under the title of movement to achieve an 

ultimate principle and value called: “peace and comfort”. In the time when the world is going through a new 

millennium, the social, cultural and industrial relations and the everyday life patterns add to the number of mega 

cities and their citizens. The life of human beings in such living complexes, particularly in developing countries 

is affected by a lot of tension and chaos. Although our living environment could be an effective factor to reduce 

the pressures on the mind of human being to calm him down, it could become an intensifying element and to be 

the initial factor for a lot of intellectual and mental chaos (Meisam, 2009). Generally speaking, the fact that 

stress is principally in connection with physical health is an old and rooted topic and is therefore important in 

the method used to design spaces.   

 

Stress: 

Stress is a psychological and physiological reaction and happens when the individual feels that he is 

situated in a threatening condition. Stress often appears in form of feeling of anxiety. When the individual feels 

that he is at risk or suffers from a threat, his sympathetic nervous system makes him ready to escape from risk or 

confront it and some physiological reactions happen in the person such as palpitation, perspiration, anxiety and 

increased Adrenalynn and other chemicals (Atashpour, 2007). 

In figure 1, the three major viewpoints are presented with regard to stress (Atashpour, 2007):   
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Fig. 1: Study of the presented theories and approaches with regard to stress 

 

Human's peace is affected by many factors under any circumstances and one of these factors is the space 

and environment where human being is located. Architecture is affected by elements such as color, light, spatial 

relations, composition and setting and these could have positive or negative impact on the individuals. When the 

individual is outdoors which is full of stress factors, he is prone to stress psychologically. Using correct interior 

design and architecture with standard methods of interior environments in the building could have a very 

effective role in reducing the individual's stress (Haddadi, 2011). 

 

Principles of interior design: 

The difficult path of an architect to create a space enjoying quality and spiritual characteristics will only be 

possible when he could establish the best mechanism among the three factors of (space, human being as the one 

to experience the space and the pattern of events of each space) by knowing, understanding and managing the 

issue from architectural points of view and conscious selection. Architecture should have a responsible 

relationship with human beings. A creative and advancing architect is not the one that merely deals with 

designing abnormal or different spaces, but the one who tries to make the users' life closer to his desirable space 

as much as possible. Thus it is necessary to pay attention to the human's needs and to find a more complete 

model of human being. Auto Wagner, the well-known Austrian architect found the beginning of any type of 

artistic creativity the human needs and abilities and the timing technology (Baradaran, 2013). There is no doubt 

that interior design receives its identity from the relation with the inner human being. That is why it has also a 

direct relation with the human's morale and is capable to leave deeper impacts. Thus nowadays, we have to 

attend the environment using a new look as human being is not just a simple physical entity to need a place and 

venue, but his emotional responses are also of high importance. As human's knowledge increases with regard to 

himself and his environment, his viewpoint about life and its conditions also expand. Human being looks for 

creating order in his surrounding world and he would find the kind of order suitable that could have the most 

adaptability with the human's spirit and mood. The main objective of decorating a space is to increase the 

physical Aesthetics and coordinate it with the human's inner feelings and this is only possible if he emphasizes 

on the relations such as being the cause and matching the function and form as well as other relevant elements 

such as color, texture, etc. Interior design, using the above elements tries to optimize the spaces and achieve 

efficiency and suitable functioning beside Aesthetics and its meanings (Dashtgerd, 2010). Interior design creates 

a set of to do's and not to do's, abundance and shortage and puts form against form and space, geometry against 

nature, indoors against outdoors and  the males' power and logic from one side against the females' emotions on 

Three major viewpoints with regard to stress 
 

Theory of objective stress 

 
Theory of previous ground 

 
Theory of personality model 

 

In this theory, the stimulus 

provokes the body and this 

will make the person ready 

to show reaction against the 

stress-creating conditions.  

 

If the stress lasts long. 

 

It gradually causes 

dizziness,  distorts 

understanding, reduces 

concentration and memory 

level.  Eventually stress 

distorts the individual's 

power of decision-making 

and consciousness. 

According to this theory, 

some people show more  

intensified reaction  to 

others due to their  genetic 

background  or suitable 

grounds  of individual 

conditions. 

  

 

 

In this viewpoint, the 

individuals' personal model 

is important in the way they 

show reaction to stress. 

Individuals show different 

reactions to stress 

depending on their 

personality model. Of 

course it should be noted 

that stress is by itself a 

natural reaction which is 

necessary for different 

species to continue living.  
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the other side and tries to add meaning to the conceptual and formal relations.  In fact interior design aims to 

achieve its desired objectives to design spaces by this combination. Interior design has an effective role to 

establish the desirable and pleasant space for the individuals of the society. Suitable environment means a space 

where human being could grow and flourish away from his unwanted pressures and this is part of the reasonable 

and logical demands of every society. Thus, the objective of interior design is to improve the physical and 

psychological performance and to achieve the aesthetic principles of the interior design and decoration 

(Dashtgerd, 2010). 

Almost everybody has the experience of getting annoyed due to noise, heat or moisture and humid air. On 

the other hand, everybody has sometimes experienced anxiety when entering into a space or venue without any 

certain reason. In Psychology, the environment is known as the first spot under environmental stresses. 

Environmental stress factors are the factors that usually "create negative emotional reactions" due to being 

threatening. The intensity of this reaction is different among different people. Understanding of the environment 

has a huge role in creating the feeling of stress. Part of the effective factors on personal understanding such as 

experiences, genetics, etc. is the personal factors that affect the kind of individual understanding of the 

environment as a stressful space. Some factors are cognitive that might create anxiety in the individuals about 

their surrounding environment (Atashpour, 2007).  

Tests have shown that human being suffers from undesirable psychological moods such as boredom, 

baseless fear, nightmare, etc. when he is totally unaware of his surrounding environment or his received 

information about his surrounding environment is so small that he is not able to expand his knowledge of his 

surrounding environment, or when it is so abundant that he cannot analyze the information (Atashpour, 2007). 

Further on, five aspects of designed environment that could have impact on human's health by changing the 

levels of stress will be defined (Evans, McCoy, 1998).  

 
Table 1: Things that have to be taken into consideration in interior design  

Elements of interior design that have impact on generating stress  

Incentive and Stimulus Intensity, complication, secrecy, newness, noise, light, smell, color, crowd, visual situation, 
closeness to circulation spot, neighborhood  

Integrity 

 

Legibility, organization, thematic structure, predictability, symbol and guideline, shape of 

path, finding out, complication of classes  

Ability and Preparation Ambiguity, rapid cognitive changes, involvement of cognitive symptoms, feedback 

Control 

 

Crowd, border, climate and light control, territory, symbolism, flexibility, receiving impact, 

intimacy, depth, performance distance 

Return and Improvement Minimum anxiety, attractive shelter, attraction, isolation  

 

 

Incentive and Stimulus: 

The expression of motivation means to move and the general meaning of movement reflects the general 

idea that motivation is what makes us to move and show reaction and helps us to fulfill our duty (Shahraray, 

2007). Generally speaking, motivation is defined as a stimulant force for human's activities and as a directing 

factor. Hence, motivation is the activating factor of human's behavior (Seif, 2000) and as it was said, the 

environment has an important role in this issue.  

Absence of human's motivation pushes him toward impatience and if this issue is intensified, the senses will 

be distracted. Insufficient motivation might also deprive the organism of human body of being active in a 

suitable environment. Abundant stimulation might cause confusion and as a result impede the process of 

knowledge that requires endeavor and concentration. The level of stimulus is affected by changed conditions of 

internal characteristics such as intensity, mixture and freshness. Loud noise, lit lights, unnatural or strong smells, 

light and dark colors could all be effective to increase the individual's tension in the inner space as a stimulus 

(Evans and McCoy, 1998). 

Nowadays we know that colors not only affect the human's mood, but also affect the energy, stress, 

creativity, wish and degree of learning. Cold colors reduce the temperature of the body mildly, whereas warm 

colors increase the body temperature slightly. Warm colors come first followed by cold colors when they are 

looked at and the colors could also affect the human's look at the tissues. The tissues that have a high contrast 

create an active and energetic feeling and restrict the colors to create a calm environment. Color has the ability 

to make a person happy or sad (Kashani, 2005).   

Bright colors are attractive on their own. Therefore, using bright colors could change the mood of a tired 

and bored person and help him to become slightly cheerful. The more a color is strong, the higher the 

excitement it could create. Although this is not a positive thing by itself, it could be negative, particularly when 

noting that the colors at home should be soothing and relaxing and not adding up to the routine excitements and 

tensions (Akbarpour, Kalan Kalayeh, 2010).  

Light is also one of the main factors of dynamism in the interior space. Without lights and form there will 

be no seeable color or tissue. Thus the first performance of light design is to enlighten the forms and the space 

of an interior environment and to allow the space applications (Dashtgerd, 2010). Light is a sign of movement 
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and endeavor and it is the light that forms the concept of light, darkness, color, beauty and ugliness visually. 

Light has a special and important effect on architecture so that even the structure of a house needs to be based 

on light (Akbarpour, Kalan, Kalayeh, 2010). Openings separate the levels visually and divide them individually. 

The bigger the number and size of these openings is, the less you can feel the closeness of the environment. The 

space becomes more open and there will be less stress (see picture 2).   

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Difference between the degree of light in interior design of building and in increase or decrease of the 

stress of the individuals living in the environment 

 

The shape and order of the furniture could create a feeling of restriction like the walls in a big space and it 

could demonstrate special models. Even one element could affect a space through form, size and its shape and 

puts the spatial space into order (Dashtgerd, 2010). 

Nowadays the expansion of industries and cities, the increased population and density, the cars and other 

means of public transportation, even radio and television and consequently the larger noise they create all made 

noise to be known as a stress element in the international environment. Rapid musical tempo should be added to 

all the factors that cause stress from noise. The impact of noise pollution on human's social behavior is tangible: 

"The risks of disputes increase proportionate to the intensity of noise." The second bad impact of noise is that 

the efficiency of the people working in very noisy environments reduces drastically. "Tests have shown that 

predictable noise creates less stress than unpredictable noise."  The third impact of loud noise is to make 

individuals indifferent toward social indexes (Atashpour, 2007).  

Crowd and short distance of individuals are also effective to increase the stimulus. The visual and acoustic 

characteristic of the stimulus is drastically affected by the plan, the circulation systems and the individual's 

position in the space. Nowadays increased population and high density of cities pave the ground for the feeling 

of crowd. Crowd is particularly one of the factors to create environmental stress in the centers of big cities and 

crowd is a mental status which is understood differently among individuals depending on individual factors.   

That is why crowd is known as a stress factor that could threaten the territory of human's behavior. The 

territory consists of "a vast set of affairs" in addition to a 'restricted space' or 'endeavor to supervise the space' as 

far as human being is concerned.   

Hall believes that stress results from the feeling of crowd and is one of the efficient tools serving the trend 

of evolution. He says that theories about the method of human evolution believe that the effects of the two types 

of competitive pressure on human's evolution are noticeable (Atashpour, 2007). Supply of personal space is one 

of the main mechanisms to achieve privacy. Privacy leads to the feeling of social isolation extensively and it 

does not lead to a mental feeling anyway. Crowd leads to nervous pressure due to restricting independence and 

individual expression and makes the grounds to establish a desirable relation difficult. Crowd comes with a 

feeling of lack of control over the environment and is affected by the individual's understanding of the degree of 

control that others have over their disturbances. Crowd leads to negative behaviors due to its direct relation with 

the social pressure (Foroutan, 2013).  

Nowadays people are interested to witness little changes in the environment, thus familiarity and habit 

cause the reaction to affect the level of stimulus. As time goes by, we establish relation with the environment, 

but the feeling of involvement and curiosity is reduced in us.  In fact the development of geographical 

dependence during time forms the feeling of geographical identity, but their difference lies in the nature that 

concerns each of them. It seems that geographical identity concentrates on a level of identity that does not create 

geographical dependence (Akbarpour, Kalan and Kalayeh, 2010). Although people need complications and 

secrets in the environment to find the chance and motivation to get involved in the space, huge complexities and 

secrets make the internal spaces confusing and non-understandable, hence the individual could know about the 

space briefly and this issue will affect the increased stress (see figure 3).    
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Fig. 2: Design various spaces and create ambiguity in the space gives an incentive to explore 

 

Integrity and Continuity: 

Integrity and continuity refer to the understandable and clear form and elements of the building. Ambiguity 

and confusion are the biggest obstacles on the way of the relation between the individual and the environment. 

Targeted activity requries a clear interior space. Continuity of a space will enable the user to have a reasonable 

understanding of the identity, meaning and situation of objects in the internal spaces. Stress happens when the 

surrounding physical changes make it difficult for the individual to make speculations from what he had in 

mind.  

Lack of integrity could also be the result of a lack of organization in a situation where the recognition of the 

basic form or spatial model is difficult. Lack of connection is also made by ambiguous and mixed signs about 

behavioral instructions of the environment (Caplan, 1982). 

The factors that are almost similar among all the individuals are the spaces where the individuals face 

shortage of received information or excess increase of information received by the nervous system and this will 

consequently cause a disorder in the process of understanding.  

Lack of knowledge about the surrounding environment creates stress. Experience proved that whenever 

human being is placed in a situation where he feels that he cannot control it or even has lost the ability to predict 

it, he will suffer from stress (Atashpour, 2007).   

Adverse information about the neighboring design elements or sudden change in the aspects, color, tissue or 

level of stimulus could increase the stress. Very ambiguous spaces could cause stress because people cannot 

create a feeling out of them. Their meaning, performance or even the initial form is recognized with difficulty 

(figure 4).    

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: The space is not continuous for several reasons: 

It gives very similar information to the user to prove that the spaces are similar. It is difficult to draw up a 

mental plan of the total plan or spatial situation. It is difficult for one person to understand the location in the 

building. 

 

The size and scale in the space should also be noted. The facilities and feeling of big space in a small space 

give us a feeling of vastness. Human scale is a feeling of vastness that an object could give it to us. If the 

dimensions of an inner space or the size of  its internal elements give us a feeling of small size, we could say 

that they do not have a human scale. On the other hand, if the elements of a space provide us with a comfortable 

proportion through dimensional needs connected to access and secure distances with movement or not to look 

short, we could say that it has a human scale (Dashtgerd, 2010). 
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Ability: 

We find out about the functioning of the inner spaces for us when we use them. When we cannot 

distinguish the characteristics of the functioning of a space correctly, we suffer from inability (Evans and 

McCoy, 1998) (figure 5)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: These doors show a type of inability because it is not clear for the individual how he could use the 

opening of the entrance and from and to what direction he could open them. 

 

The ambiguity about how it functions and the inner elements could happen due to different reasons. The 

rapid changes that could be visually noticed by the movement of a sharp vertical or horizontal obstacle could 

lead to lack of direction. 

Inability happens when the information is ambiguous and inadaptable. The ordinary example for this issue 

is to come down from a certain level to another level. The extended step is not seen from lower level and this 

could sometimes create stress for an individual (Evans and McCoy, 1998). Ambiguity could be caused by lack 

of reason for the user or similar reasons. When the user of the building cannot understand what and how it has 

been created in the building space or when he faces signs about the objective or function which are ambiguous 

or adverse, he shows reactions such as anger, disappointment, agitation and hostility.  

The characteristic of design that creates none or little reaction about the consequences could create negative 

reaction. Ambiguity about the function happens when the user and the mental models of design do not match 

each other (Evans, McCoy, 1998).  

Use of light and transferable separators, transparency, color grading proportionate to the existing needs, 

variety of construction materials, attention to the way the parts are located and interaction among different 

spaces are the kind of specifications that could add to its richness beside the special structure that is considered 

for an architectural plan and could even solve part of the problems (Dashtgerd, 2010).  

 

Control: 

Control means the skill or ability to change a physical environment or to put order in the surroundings. 

Physical pressure, flexibility, receptiveness, defendable space, privacy and reliable symbolic elements are the 

key to design the prominent ideas for controlling. Physical pressures that reduce selection increase stress. 

Insufficient special resources, inflexible spatial organization, shortage of water and air or absence of lighting 

control all threaten the individual requirements that interact with the inner space effectively and reciprocally. 

Special sources consist of density and volume. In addition as far as space is accessible, the visual status, the 

depth of structure, openness of environment, light and openness of sight all have positive impact on the human's 

behavior. 

Flexibility could be created by the degree of openness of environment, movable walls and semi-fixed 

furniture. Receptiveness is the degree of clarity and speed of receiving reaction when an activity is completed in 

an environment or about a topic. The unreceptive environment is an important factor to advance inability, 

particularly in children (Evans and McCoy, 1998). Privacy is a major aid to the feeling of control in the internal 

environment. Size, situation and degree of isolation are the internal stimuli, and influence the impact of building 

to create privacy (figure 6).    
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Fig. 6: Privacy is established well in a plan by a spatial hierarchy. Spaces for the purpose of individuals' 

privacy, place of gathering of small groups and place of social gathering all are positioned and defined 

well. 

 

The concept of privacy, territory and personal space are related closely together. Westin recognized the 

destination which is supplied by privacy. Privacy maintains the individual independence, reduces the 

excitements, helps self-assessment, restricts the connections and protects them. Using curtains, walls, making 

signaled and real signs to determine the geographical territory and distances are all methods to supply privacy 

which is to a large extent under the control of the environment designers (figure 7) (Lang, 1987).  

 

 
 

Fig. 7: Creation of empty spaces for the user to use partition or change the levels o/r flooring construction 

materials  

 

The functioning distance between spaces affects the social reciprocal functioning. Attention to openings and 

intersections of frequentation routes affect the social exchanges. The central point of a social location and a 

small group makes exchanges possible (Evans and McCoy, 1998).  

There are also main symbolic elements to control design. Big size, circulation, similar form of the type of 

sitting spaces that could be extended increase. Internal areas could put the function, occupation and 

accommodation space in order. 

Two elements of high heat and moisture could also create negative reactions in people like noise. The 

difference is that since the scope of the individual's influence on them is less and humans have less control on 

them, they should show disagreeable behaviors. The interesting point is that if control is established on these 

factors, their unsuitable effects could be prevented or the intensity could reduce. Part of these arrangements 

could be implemented when making correct decisions such as when the required greeneries are provided in the 

cities and buildings (figure 8) (Atashpour, 2007).  

 

  
 

Fig. 8: Use of green spaces and central yard in buildings to keep away from heat, noise and maintaining privacy, 

sight and suitable view 
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Improvement and Restoration: 

Improvement is defined as when the interior design elements have the potential to cure and reduce tiresome 

from work and other sources of stress. Space design might provide opportunities that fight against stress through 

provision of peace, improvement, thinking and worshiping. This issue is felt vastly in old mosques in Iran 

(figure 9). Creation of attractive corners and shelters could make up for the degree of stress of the space (figure 

10) (Evans and McCoy, 1998).  

 

 
  

Fig. 9: The picture on the right shows creation of interior design that invites human beings to worship, to have 

peace and to think  

 
 

Fig. 10: The picture on the left shows a temporary rest area to create privacy and to keep away from provocative 

positions and or routine living and working issues  

 

Also considering figure 11, it could be said that use of elements of interior design such as design of window 

opening to a suitable view, dragging green spaces to the inner space, design of chimneys for a small gathering 

and other elements could be effective to reduce stress (Evans, McCoy, 1998).  

 

 

  
 

Fig. 11: Use of water and green space design in interior design of buildings  

 

Eventually it should be said that quality assessment of a building does not just depend on the superficial 

shape, construction materials, color and factors like that, but attention needs to be paid to the individuals who 

will live there. These individuals should be able to experience their surrounding environment well. It means that 

the environment should match their identity. In order to reach this objective one should in one hand pay 

attention to the variety of spaces so that different experiences are possible in this way and on the other hand, it is 

necessary to be very precise with regard to private, semi-public and public spaces. The majority of the negative 

psychological effects on individuals are the result of shortage of possibility to have non-compulsory contact 

among them and or in contrary the large number of unwanted contacts that could not be avoided. This shortage 

is the result of the direct mistakes of the building designers (Akbarpour, Kalan, Kalayeh, 2010).  

However, the degree of architect's understanding of the structural phenomena and concepts of design affect 

the creation of his architectural works and it is hoped that in the future, the internal architects and planners 

design the building spaces in a peaceful way for their audience considering the afore-mentioned issues.  
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Conclusion: 

The inner space of the building has the capacity to create stress and ultimately affect the human being’s 

health. At present we have little information about the potential effect of interior design elements on human’s 

health. The goal of this study is to research and think more about these possibilities. We have more information 

about the limited effect of the environmental conditions on the human’s health than the effect of the building 

environment on our health. This issue makes more sense when we consider how much more we are exposed to 

internal environment than the external one.  

The fact that stress is in connection with the physical health in principle is an old and rooted topic, but 

despite that, most of the attention of the researches is concentrated on the effects of stress and tension coming 

from different social situations rather than the inner environment of the building. 

Incentive and stimulus, continuity, ability, control and improvement of environmental aspects have 

something to do with creating stress. Each of these aspects consist of elements of clear interior design and create 

a better understanding of the physical and principal characteristics and this will enable the designer to establish 

the environmental health mentally. Seemingly, the designers overlook the role that the man-made environment 

plays in the human’s health. The main weakness of our knowledge is the absence of experimental documents 

related to designing elements that we find in connection with the human’s health. 

The phenomena of stress or nervous pressure are one of the very critical issues in the organizations 

nowadays that put the physical and psychological health of the human workforce at risk and impose heavy costs 

on the organizations. They could also remove the stress factors from the working and living environment 

through adopting preventive measures. 

According to what was said about stress, the reasons and effects of stress and the ways to confront stress, 

the directors and staff in different organizations could take steps toward using practical solutions to increase the 

tolerance and capacity to accept pressure in different individuals and or organizations and to move toward 

creating a healthy environment and promoting the psychological health of the organization so that the energies 

that were unwantedly spent on organizational tensions to be used for promoting the quality and quantity and to 

materialize the social responsibilities of the organization. Also to comply with these points, the degree of 

tensions at home environment could be reduced to get peace and recovery back to the families. 
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